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About This Game

You know the feeling, you just got home from another grueling day at the office, or you're stuck at the airport for yet another
layover, or maybe you just got dumped again! You just want to relax and enjoy yourself for a change.

What you need is some serious deep dungeon delving. But you don't have time for memorizing complex skill trees, crafting
charts, or upgrade scales. That's not to mention sitting through ceaseless cut scenes, endless dialogue trees, or boring tutorials.

No worries! Instant Dungeon has got you covered! Just choose from one of the nine unique flavors, press go, and presto! Instant
dungeon will instantly create a new dungeon just for you! Complete with glittering treasures, vicious monsters, brutal boss

battles, wild power ups and most importantly fun, Fun, FUN!

Instant Dungeon! mixes dungeon exploration with arcade action in the vein of the classic maze games from the 80s (eg. Pacman,
et. al.).

Key features:

A different dungeon every time you play!

Nine different game flavors to choose from!
- Collect treasures and glory in Action Recipe!
- Enter the service of the King in Adventure Mix!
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- Save your friends in Rescue Relish!
- Plumb the dark depths of the dungeon in Dark Roast!
- Explore in utter darkness in Soul Succor!
- Survive brutal boss encounters in Boss Blend!
- Hone your skills in Practice Formula!
- Simmer down with Weak Sauce!
- And test your sanity in the mixed up world of Maxima Mash!

Infinite levels!

Six unique boss stages!

Eleven lovable player characters to choose from!

Sixteen wild weapons and spells to collect and conjure!

Procedurally layered music, a different soundtrack every time you play!

Dynamic lighting effects!
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Genre: Action, Indie
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With The Love Studios
Publisher:
Flying Interactive
Release Date: 25 Nov, 2014
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instant pot dungeness crab. instant dungeon tactical. dungeon guardian instant kill. instant dungeon adalah. instant dungeon dmo.
darkest dungeon instant gaming. dungeon defenders instant upgrade. instant dungeon android. the gamer instant dungeon.
dungeon 3 instant gaming. instant dungeon seal. instant dungeon tiles. dungeon defenders instant gaming. dungeoneering instant
teleport. dungeon mastering instant campaign builder. instant gaming darkest dungeon. alcanez instant dungeon. dungeon keeper
instant gaming. lord of dungeon instant explore. instant dungeon twom. instant dungeon

For 2$ this game is worth it, heck, i would've bought this game if it was 5$

Gameplay 7.5/10
Its a great idea, also, multiple unlockable gamemodes
Graphics 8/10
Pixel art at its finest!
Difficulty 7/10
It starts off dull and easy, but once you get to level 10 it becomes challenging (especially lvl 15 boss, would recommend to stop
the time (hourglass powerup)). An entertaining and simple dungeon crawler that's perfect for playing on a coffee break. I
hestitate to call it an RPG, since it has more in common with old school arcade games than anything. There are multiple
gameplay modes which add a little bit of variety and provide varying degrees of difficulty (e.g. Weak Sauce gives you multiple
lives and the opportunity to collect more treasure and wrack up higher scores, while Soul Succor allows you to dungeon crawl in
complete darkness).. Very addictive and I can see many hours ahead wasted on this game. Starts of easy for the first few levels
but gets harder as the dungeon gets bigger and darker.
Using my 360 controller made it easer to move around.
The only thing that is missing is an option to exit the game in the main menu (you have to hit the ESC key to exit). It was worth
what I paid. Not much more to say other than that.. This game is worth every one of the 99 pennies... 1/10. Sort of reminds me
if Atari's Adventure and Legend of Zelda dungeon play had a child. The randomization definitely adds an addictive aspect to the
game. Playthroughs are similar, where enemies will scale with each room in succession, but never exactly the same. It's good for
short sprints or marathon runs in quest mode.

All in all, is it good for two dollars? Yes.
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A fun little game that's got a lot more depth than you'd expect and is a bargain at the price.

The core idea is simple - you navigate a maze, picking up items and tools that let you open doors or fight monsters - and in most
cases you can carry only one. One hit means death and starting over. It's a basic maze puzzler with a fantasy setting of dungeons
and monsters. It's not easy - large mazes, lighting, and challenging boss monsters will require you to think and strategize.

However the game has many different modes of challenge - from collecting treasures to completing quests, to rescues, and
more. The better you do, the more modes you unlock - which does a nice job of challenging you to do better and master the
game.

A great retro look, solid game play, a bargain price, and something you can play for a few minutes or a few hours, this is
definitely a game to look into. It's frankly hard to go wrong with the purchase.. Worth the $2. Sort of reminds me if Atari's
Adventure and Legend of Zelda dungeon play had a child. The randomization definitely adds an addictive aspect to the game.
Playthroughs are similar, where enemies will scale with each room in succession, but never exactly the same. It's good for short
sprints or marathon runs in quest mode.

All in all, is it good for two dollars? Yes.. I saw this game and i thought.... this reminds me on one of my favorite old C64
Games " Crystal of Zong " i like the sound and the movement same as i like the little Dungeons. It\u00b4s fun to play , easy to
adapt. :). don't come into this game looking for something great. This is basically a fun little time waster. Good for playing
inbetween other games or if you are bored waiting for something to downoad. If you play this game for more than an hour at a
time you will get very bored. This game is pretty fun! Pick it up on sale for a quick romp about. I like to play it in-between
league matches while my friends rae getting water\/food\/ect. It plays nicely with a controller. This game doesn't have much
depth, but its pretty fun! -PR0XIDIAN. Worth Playing-
-Worth Bundleprice-. This is a Pac-Man type maze game with randomly generated dungeons. This interesting game has a lot of
gamemodes to choose from. the first few gamemodes are not really that great because it doesn't give the player anything to do,
Its just run and grab a key to get to the next easy level ... thats it you just keep repeating this over and over again. You would
think that as you go further into the game it gets harder as you go, well it's surprisingly easy because most of the time the exit is
rendered literally right next to where you spawned with the key right next to it. The game seemed hopeless but there was one
saving grace that actually made this game truly enjoyable. The Adventure Mix mode makes you utilize all of its items and gives
the player something to do. This mode gives you interesting tasks to do in the dungeon itself. Weather it be killing 5 skeletons or
collecting gems through out the dungeon. This mode truly saves the game for being boring and it keeps it fun and refreshing.

If you are interested in this game be sure that the first few gamemodes are pretty crappy but there is one gamemode that makes
this game worth the $2
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